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About This Game

Axe Throw VR is the perfect virtual reality arcade party game - almost anyone can play! Left handed, right handed, big or
small, young or old. In Axe Throw, a virtual axe throwing range becomes your playground or you can see how long you can fend

off a zombie apocalypse in survival mode.

With unlockable axes, lots of achievements, plenty of different target types to challenge your skills, and the zombie survival
mode, you're going to find this game easy to pick up and hard to master. There's also a practice mode where you can throw as

many axes as you like to improve your VR axe throwing techniques.

Master your throwing, take on some undead and storm your way up the Steam leaderboards to show the world how it's done!

**IMPORTANT: MADE FOR HTC VIVE AND OCULUS RIFT ONLY**
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Title: Axe Throw VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Developer:
PsychicParrot
Publisher:
PsychicParrot
Release Date: 17 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 390

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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axe throw vr

Something of a hidden gem for fans of Zachtronics puzzle games such as SpaceChem. This one, however, seems to have rigidly
defined puzzles, i.e. you need to find the one and only correct solution for each one. This is opposite to SpaceChem where the
playing field is open and the same goal can be achieved in an almost infinite number of ways. [the Sequence] does have its own
mechanics to make it different from the rest of the games like it: you can not only move the "binary data point", but also the
instructions that move it! So the playing field is quite dynamic. Anyway, the game seems to be well worth the asking price, and
especially the sale price.. The first Myst game was the first game I ever played. I have really fond memories of playing the entire
series. But I've never been able to play Myst V. I finally bought it on steam...and it doesn't work. Crashes every time I start the
game. Turns out that it's not made to work on windows 7. Or at least I can't get it to work. Dissapointing to say the least. Still,
it's hard to say I can't recommend the game. The rest of them were all so good and, except for the lack of live actors playing all
of the characters, this one looks pretty good too.. Repetitive uninspired gameplay. Wandering halls, finding keys, turning valves
then eventually running into the least scary monsters you've ever seen.

completely a CASH CRAB GAME!. Good like minecraft. Overview:

The Game:
A traditional point and click adventure game set in a modern contemporary setting. It has a nice twist regarding one of the main
protagonists
You can die on some of the challenges, and that requires a restart from save. This is lazy game design in a game that these are
"reaction based" and the rest of the game is cerebral in nature. The game feels a little clumsy, but not so much it gets in the way.
The game has a wide variety of settings, characters, plots and sub plots to explore. Some might have an issue with the graphics,
but for me it never really matters in a P&C adventure game.

The Puzzles:
Not to hard, perhaps some are on the easy side. There are some "reaction" puzzles that require the player to time reactions.
These are a drawback for me as they dont really fit the rest of the game. And you can die on these, neccessetating a restart from
save.
The majority of the puzzles are mostly logical and fit the story. But why cant developers forget that normal stores exist?

The Story:
Compelling story that develops nicely, not overly deep though. The characters are predictable but not anything jarring. The has
some plot twists that makes the game more interesting. The theme feels like the Broken Sword or (surprise surprise Gabriel
Knight) games, more than the "Lucas Art" style. If you have played a Jane Jensen game before I dont think you will be
disapointed.

Conclusion:
A game that is a little unpolished, and its not breaking any new ground in the point and click adventure game world, but its
solidly in the middle. If you are a fan of the genre I think you will like it. If you are a Jane Jensen fan you already own it I think
;), but if not get it.
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Polypa - yes!! good!!
Zebruh - ewwwwww.. Auto fire is damn good :). PORTUGAL

WUZ

AFRICAN. well im sad i didint know about this sooner, done with the main story and there is still content. does tower defence
RTS sound fun to you? if so get this game.. very glitchy at its release. after awhile i cannot make my dwarves do anything. if it
isnt acting up in game its crashing the rest of the time. wouldnt recommend it until they get more bugs figured out.
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